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AERONAUTICAL SYMBOLS 
1. FUND AMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
Length ____ _ 
Time ______ _ 
Force _____ _ 
Symbol 
l 
t 
F 
Metric 
Unit 
rneter __________ __ _______ _ 
second ___ _______________ _ 
weight of one kilogram ____ _ 
Symbol 
In 
sec 
kc-
<::> 
English 
Unit Symbol 
foot (or mile) ____ _____ ft . (or mi.) 
second (or hour) ______ _ sec. (or hr.) 
weight of one pound___ lb. 
PoweL_____ P kg/m/sec_ _ _ _ __ __ __ __ _____ __ _ ___ __ __ horsepoweL _ ___ _ ___ _ _ HP. 
Speed ________________ {~f!r-~~~========= ==== = == ========== ~.ii~~~===== = ===== ===== t\).P~.H. 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS, ETC. 
W, Weight,=mg 
g, Standard acceleration of gravity = 9.80665 
m/sec.2 =32.1740 ft./sec.2 
m, Mass = W 
, g 
P, Density (ma s per unit volume). 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 (kg-m-4 
sec.3 ) at 15°C and 760 lnm = 0.002378 (lb.-
ft .- 4 sec.2) . 
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 
kg/m3 =0.07651 Ib. /ft.3 
mk', Moment of inertia (indicate axis of the 
radius of gyration, k, by proper sub-
script) . 
S, Area. 
S .. , "'ing area, etc. 
G, Gap. 
b, Span. 
c, Chord length. 
b/c, Aspect ratio. 
j , Distance from c. g. to elevator hinge. 
/J., Coefficient of viscosity. 
3. AERODYNAMICAL SYMBOLS 
V, True air speed. 
q, Dynamic (or impact) pressure=i p va 
L, Lift, absolute coefficient OL= :s 
D, Drag, absolute coefficient OD = ::s 
0, Cross - wind force, a b so l ute coefficient 
o 
Oe=qs 
R, Resultant force. (Kote that these coeffi-
cients are twice as large as the old co-
efficients L e, Dc.) 
iw Angle of setting of wing (relative to thrust 
f line). 
it, Angle of stabilizer setting with reference to 
thrust line. 
'Y, Dihedral angle. 
Vl Reynold Number, where Z is a linear 
P """};' dimension. 
e. g., for a model airfoil 3 in. chord, 100 
mi./hr. normal pressure, 0° C: 255,000 
and at 15° C., 230,000; 
or for a model of 10 cm chord 40 m/sec, 
corresponding numbers are 299,000 
and 270,000 . 
Op, Center of pressure coefficient (ratio of 
distance of O. P. from leading edge to 
chord length). 
{J, Angle of stabilizer setting with reference 
to lower wing, = (it -iw) . 
ex, Angle of attack. 
E, A.ngle of downwash. 
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REPORT No. 314 
DRAG AND COOLING WITH VARIOUS FORMS OF COWLING FOR A 
"WHIRL WIND " RADIAL AIR-COOLED ENGINE-II 
By Fred E. Weick 
SUMMARY 
This report gives the results oj the second portion oj an investigation in the Twenty-Foot Pro-
peller Research Tunnel oj the National Advisory Oommittee jor Aeronautics, on the cowling and 
cooling oj a "Whirlwind" J-5 radial air-cooled engine. The first portion, which is reported in 
N. A. O. A. Technical Report No. 313, pertains to tests with a cabinjuselage. This report covers 
tests with several jorms oj cowling, including conventional types, individual jairings behind the 
cylinders, individual hoods over the cylinde7's, and the new N. A. O. A. complete cowling, all on an 
open cockpit juselage. Drag tests were also made with a conventional engine nacelle, and with a 
nacelle having the new complete cowling. 
In the second part oj the investigation the results jound in the first part were substantiated. 
It was also jound that the reduction in drag with the complete cowling over that with conventional 
cowling is greater with the smaller bodies than with the cabin juselage; in jact, the gain in the case 
oj the completely cowled nacelle is over twice that with the cabin juselage. The individual jairings 
and hoods did not prove effective in reducing the drag. The results oj flight tests on an AT-SA 
airplane (reported in the appendix to N. A. o. A. Technical Report No. 313) have been analyzed 
and jound to agree very well with the results oj the wind tunnel tests. 
INTRODUCTION 
This report covers the second and final portion of an investigation of the cowling and cooling 
of radial air-cooled engines. The first portion, which dealt with the cowling of a "Whirlwind" 
engine in a cabin fuselage, has been reported in N. A. O. A. Technical Report o. 313 (Refer-
ence 1). 
The original program included 10 main forms of cowling for a "Whirlwind" J-5 engine, 
Nos. 1 to 3, on an open cockpit fuselage and Nos. 4 to 10 on a cabin fuselage. The seven forms 
of cowling on the cabin fuselage ranged from the one extreme of an entll'ely exposed engine to 
the other extreme of a totally inclosed engine. Only the first three degrees of cowling were 
to have been tested on the open cockpit fuselage, and one of these included individual fall'ings 
behind each cylinder. During the progress of the tests the following additions were made to 
the program: 
(a) The complete cowling (No. 10 on the cabin fuselage) was tested on the open cockpit 
fuselage also and called cowling No. 11. 
(b) Tests were made with individual hoods over the cylinders on the open cockpit fuselage. 
(c) Two nacelles were tested for drag, one with the complete cowling and one with a con-
ventional cowling. A drag test was also made on the uncowled engine by itself. 
METHODS AND APPARATUS 
The tests were made in the Twenty-Foot Propeller Research Tunnel, which is of the open-
throat type with an air stream in which velocities up to 110 M. P. H. can be obtained. The 
tunnel with its balances and other equipment is described more completely in Reference 2. 
A standard 9-cylinder Wright "Whirlwind" engine developing 200 HP. at 1,800 R. P. 1. 
was used for the tests . The open cockpit fuselage was similar in shape to that of a Vought 
UO-1 except that the usual break in the bottom contour at the back of the cowling was filled 
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FIG. lO.-Cowling No.2 
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FIG. 12.- Cowling TO . 11 
Fw. J3. - No. lJ engine removed 
F IG. 14.- 1\0. 2, engine remo,ed 
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FIG. 15.-No. 12,:engine alone 
F rG. lR.-No. 13, conventional nacelle 
F IG. l i.-No. 14, completely cow led narelle 
29525-29-- 2 
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FIG. IS.-No. 14 
Flo. 19.-Cowling No. 28, fairings behind cylinders 
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FlO. 20.-ITood over top cylinder ror cooling test 
FIG. 21.-Cowling No. 2b, six cylinders removed 
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FIG. 22.- Cowling No. 2c, individual hoods with smallest holes 
FlO. 23.-No. 2c wi th front sect ion of hoods removed 
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FIG. 24.- Cowling No.5 with rouod sectioo exhaust collecLor ring 
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in and the bottom was rounded throughout the entire length. Also, the front cockpit was elim-
inated, giving the fuselage unbroken lines from the engine to the tail, except for the rear cockpit. 
The forward portion or the fuselage was rebuilt to fair with the various cowlings. A UO- l 
type landing gear was 11 ed to support the fuselage for the te ts, but the landing gear drag is 
not included in the results. 
In the tests with the cabin fuselage the cylinder temperatUTes were thoroughly inve tigated 
by mean of 69 thermocouples, 47 of which were on the top of o. 1 cylinder. Since with the 
open cockpit fu elage each form of cowling was the same back to the engine mount as the corre-
sponding cowling with the cabin fuselage, it wa not considered necessary to repeat all of the 
cooling tc ts. The 47 thermocouples on o. 1 cylinder were l'etained, howev r, for checking 
Lhe previous te t and for furtber cooling te ts wiLh fairings behind and over the individual 
cylinder. 
The general procedure of testino- was the same for the open cockpit as for the cabin fuselage, 
('xcept for the case of the individual hood or helmets over each cylinder. It wa not practical 
F IG . 20.- Cowling No. 2 with individual tapered exhaust stacks 
to put individual hoods over each cylinder of the 9-cylinder "Whirlwind" engine, for with the 
particular design of this engine there is insufficient room between the cylinders. The drag 
tests with hoods were therefore made with what was in effect a 3-cylinder "Whirlwind" engine, 
six of the cylinders having been removed and the cowling faired over as shown in FigUTe 21. 
With only the three cylinders, it is thought that the aerodynamic interference between them 
was negligible. It was not possible, of COUl' e', to run the engine with six cylinders removed, so 
the cooling test' were m'ade with the complete engine, but ,vith only one hood, which was placed 
over the cylinder fitted with thermocouples. (Cylinder No. 1.) 
The cowlings tested in the portion of the investigation covered in this report may be outlined 
as follows: 
OPE COCKPIT FUSELAGE 
o. 1. 0 cowling over cylinders or crank case. (Figs. 1 and 9.) 
No.2. Cowling over slightly less than one-half of each cylinder and over crank case. 
(Figs. 2 and 10.) 
0.3. Same as 0.2 but with spinner. (Figs. 3 and 1l.) 
No. 11. Single cowling completely covering entire engine with internal cowling similar to 
No.2 over lower portion of cylinders and crank case. (Figs. 4 and 12.) 
FORMS OF COWLING FOR RADIAL AIR- COOLED E GI E-II 
NACELLES 
No. 12. Engine alone. No cowling. (Fig. 15.) 
No. 13. Conventional cowling, nose same as os. 2 and 5. (Figs. 5 and 16.) 
No. 14. Complete cowling, nose same as o. 11. (Figs . 6 and 17.) 
INDIVIDUAL CYLINDER FAIRINGS 
15 
~ o. 2a. Same as 
o. 2b. Same as 
o. 2c. Same as 
and 23.) 
0.2 but with individual fairings behind each cylinder. (Figs. 7 and 19 .) 
o. 2 but with only three cylinders. (Figs. 2 and 21.) 
o. 2b but with hood completely covering the cylinders. (Figs. 8, 22, 
In the cooling te ts the engine wa run with wide open throttle at an air speed of 80 M. P. H. 
until the temperature became substantially con tant, which usually -required about 10 minute. 
If the cooling wit,h any cowling was not approximately the same as for the uncow led engine, an 
attempt wa made to modify the cowling until it was so . 
Drag tests were run with all of the original and modified cowlings; with the open cockpit 
fuselage with the engine removed and the no e rounded; and with the windshield removed and 
the cockpit covered. Special tests were also made on the engine drag with various exhaust, 
stacks and on the completely cowled nacelle with the slot covered. 
The propul ive efficiency was found with an adjustable pitch metal propeller (fig. 31 of 
Reference 1) at two pitch ettings, with cowling os. 1,2,3, and 11. This propulsive efficiency 
includes the increase in drag of .all parts of the body affected by the slip stream and also the 
effect of the body interference on the propeller characteristics. 
COOLING TESTS 
It was not thought necessary to run cooling tests with cowling os. 1, 2, 3, and 11 on Lhe 
open cockpit fuselage, because the same forms had all been tested on the cabin fuselage and . o. 
11 had proven satisfactory in flight te ts also. (Appendi.....-: of Referen e 1. ) However, check 
tests were made on the temperatures of cylinder No.1 vvith cowling Nos. 2 and 3. The tem-
peratures, which are recorded in Table I, were omewhat higher than in the cabin fuselage te t , 
probably becau e the cylinder was deyeloping greater power. 
Since the engine cowlings on the naceJle were al 0 the arne as the corre ponding forms on 
both fuselages, no cooling tests were necessary and the engine wa not run, the drag test only 
being made. This simplified the nacelle installation greatly. 
With the o. 2 cowling equipped with an individu al fairing behind each cylinder (figs . 7 
I1ndI9), the cooling, as shown in Table I , wa about the same as with the regular 0.2 cowling 
without the fairings. 
With the individual hood, as originally constructecl, on cylinder o. 1 (figs. 8 and 22), the 
temperature became excessive in less than three minutes of full throttle running at an air 
speed of 80 M. P. H. The entire front section was then removed (fig. 23) and an equi,alent 
area cut in the rear, after which the temperature's still became some\vhat higher than without 
the hoods, but were not considered excessive. It i no doubt po ible that an improved hood 
could be de igned with which the cooling would be considerably better, but the re ult of the 
drag tests did not indicate that the effort would be worth while. 
RESULTS OF DRAG TESTS 
The observed drag test data are given in T able II and the re ults are plotted in Figures 27, 
2 , and 29. 
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Open cockpit fuselage. 
The drag of the open cockpit fuselage (without supports or landing gear) with the variolls 
cowlings is given for an air speed of 100 M. P. H. in the following table: 
Cowling 
0. 1. Engine uncowled. ... • ••••..•.•.•. . .................. ...... 
No.2. No spinner.. . .... ... . ............................... . 
TO. 3. Spinner..... ... .. .. ... . . . . ........ ............ . 
r 0. 11. Complete cowling . .............................. . ......... . 
0.1. Engine removed and nose rounded ... ....................... . . 
r 0.2. Engine removed and cylinder holes closed ..... ............•• 
0.1. Engine and windshield removed and cockpit covered ..... 
Fuselage -I Reductio-:-
and engine from un· 
drag, cow led 
pounds englDe, 
at 100 POllOds 
111. P. II. lIr~OOII. 
141 
136 
132 
73 
42 
42 
28 
o 
5 
9 
68 
99 
99 
113 
Velocify, MPH 
200r-r-.-~50~,6°T_,~r°._~8r°_r_n90~_.~m~0_._. 200 
Velocify; MPH 
50 60 70 80 90 
I 
180~b-~~+-+-+-~~~~~-+-~-+~ 180 
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/ 
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I No.!2-8are engine~ L 
1 V A 
140 1/ / V 140 
V No. 13, 
/ 
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8'100 
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- No. 5 ,!ose_ 
20 
FIG. 27.-Drag of open cockpit fuselage and engine with various 
cowlings 
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FIG. :?B.- Drag of J-5 engine with various nacelles 
The la t three item have been included in order to how the additional drag due to the 
engine on th.i fu elage, and the la t item, in which the wind hield and cockpit are eliminated 
as well as the engine, also affords a direct comparison with the nacelle. It is intere ting that 
both o. 1 and o. 2, which had decidedly different no e hape , had the arne drag when the 
engine was removed. Using either of these as a basis, therefore, the uncowled engine i re-
sponsible for an increa e in drag of 99 pounds at 100 11. P. H. on the open cockpit fu elage. 
As in the ca e of the cabin fu elage, the outstanding fea t ure of these drag te ts is the low 
drag of the complete cowling, No. 11. The conventional form of cowling, os. 2 and 3, have 
but a very light eITect on the drag. 
The windshield and cockpit are responsible for a drag of 14 pound at 100 M. P. H., which 
is 50 per cent of the drag of the bare closed fuselage. 
The drag of the fuselage with uncowled engine but without cockpit i about 127 pound 
at 100 M . P. H., wh.ich is over four and one-half t imes that of the bare closed fuselage without 
the engine. 
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Nacerles. 
The drags of the three nacelles at 100 M . P . H . are as follows: 
Nacelle 
No. 12. Engine alone, uncowled .................. 1 N o. 13. Conventional cowling .................. . 
TO . 14. Complete cowling ................... . 
Drag ill 
pounds 
at 100 
111. P . ll. 
17 
155 
43 
Reduction 
(rom Ull-
cowled 
engine, 
pounds 
at 100 
111. P. ll. 
o 
23 
135 
The nacelles represent the extremes of the features found in the open and cabin fu elage 
tests. The drag of the bare engine by itself is just over half that of a flat disk having the same 
outside diameter-45 inches. The conventional nacelle has 23 pounds less drag at 100 M. P. H. 
than the engine alone, but with the n acelle having the new complete cowling the reduction is 
135 pounds. Thus, the drag with the completely cowled n acelle i 112 pounds less at 100 
M. P. H. than that with the conventional nacelle Velocity , M.P H. 
Individual fairings behind C1.Jli'!Lders. 160 50 60 70 8 0 90 100 ~ 
The drag of o. 2a ( o. 2 cowling with an 
individual fairing behind each cylinder, figs. 7 
and 19) was found to be 134 pound at 100 M. 
140 - _ ~ I. W!~:h } cYIJ~'ler1 ~ '/ / 
120 
/00 
P. H., or just 2 pound less than that of the 
standard No.2 cowling without the fairing. It 
may, therefore, be said that fairings of thi type 
behind cylinders similar in shape to those of th e ~ 
r;j, 80 
"Whirlwind " J - 5 engine, decrease the drag to a ~ 
practically negligible extent . C5 
60 
Hoods inclosing each cylinder. 
As stated previously, due to the small space 40 
between the cylinders of the J-5 engine, for the 7 , 
....:: 
No.2) '/' 
No . 2a,~ ~ 
R V No.2 wtfh 
.&~ fap ere'1-stacks " 
.& ~ H "t b ~ No.2c, I-- No.2,v .. fronl \. / // 
. ~ sec1~on / ':-1 -- ~/ 
off- /.... --~ f' T /'l /~~1-r 
~ '~~~ ~ Wa2c-; 
..:" f-:- 6 "x8"hole. 
/" ~t" No.2c,S·x 7·hole. A~-'No.2c,oriqinol 4 'x6 '-
~ hole . 
/ ~iJ tests with individual hoods six cylinder were 20 
removed, leaving in effect a 3-cylind el' engine ~ ~ 
as shown in Figure 21. In the cooling tests the 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 
cylinder temperatures became exce ive at a Dynamic pressure, Ib.jsq.ff., q 
M. p, H. with the original hood, which had open- FIG. 29.- Drag of cowling No.2 with individual fairings and 
hoods 
ings in the front and rear of the same area per 
cylinder as the uccessful complete cowling, o. 11. It was thought, however, that this type 
of cowling might have some use on airplanes having a high enough speed to give proper cooling. 
The drag was, therefore, measured for the hooded 3-cylinder engine with four different sized 
openings in the front and rear of the hoods, including the original one of 4 by 6 inches, one 5 
by 7 inches, one 6 by 8 inches, and one with the entire front section removed. (Figs. 8, 22, and 
23.) 
In each ca e the outlet area wa made equal to the inlet area. The values of the drag are 
as follows: 
Cowling 
No.2b. No.2 nose with 3 cylinders projecting ..................... . 
0.2c. lloods with 4 by 6 inch openings . ... __ ...... __ . . .......... __ 
0. 2c. Hoods with 5 by 6 inch openings ........................... __ 
0. 2c. IToods with 6·by 8 inch openings. . .. ...... . •.....•.•..... 
No . 2c. IToods with front section removed •........... __ ............ . 
Drag in 
pounds 
at 100 
M . P.IT. 
70 
59 
62 
66 
2 
42 No.2. Engine removed and cylinder boles covered ....•... __ ··· __ ··1 
---'-----'-
Reduction [rom 3 cyl· 
inders on 
TO. 2 nose, 
pounds 
at 100 
111. P . ll . 
o 
11 
4 
- 12 
2~ 
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The three cylinders add 28 pounds, or 9.3 pounds pel' cylinder, to the drag of the bare 
No.2 fuselage, as compared with 94 pounds, or 10.4 pound per cylinder, for the nine cylinders. 
Thus, the additional interference with the 9-cylinder engine makes the drag per cylinder 12 
per cent higher. 
With the hoods having the smallest openings and the lowest drag, the drag is 11 pounds 
less than with the three exposed cylinders. This represents a saving of only 3.7 pounds per 
cylinder, whereas the saving over No.2 with the complete No. 11 cowling is 7 pounds per 
cylinder. With the larger holes the reduction in drag is even less, and in fact with the largest 
opening the drag was increased 12 pounds over that for the exposed cylinders. While it is 
possible that hoods with considerably improved drag and cooling properties could be developed, 
the results with those tested indicate that, for cylinders having a shape similar to those of the 
J- 5 engine, the effort would not be warranted. 
~ff ect oj various exhaust stacks on drag_ 
In order to make the investigation of the drag of the" Whirlwind" engine complete, the 
cngine was tested with four different types of exhaust stacks as follows (see also Reference 3): 
(1) Original individual stacks, 1% inches in diameter and approximately 5 inches long, 
projecting outward and somewhat to the rear, as shown in Figure 9. (These stacks were used 
throughout the cowling tests.) 
(2) Round collector ring 36 inche in mean diameter, having a circular cross section 3 
inches in diameter, the exhaust from all nine cylinders coming out on the left side. (Fig. 24.) 
(3) Stream-line collector ring similar to the above except that it had a stream-line cross 
section 2 inches wide and 5 inches long with the same cross-sectional area as that of a 3-inch 
circle. (Fig. 25. ) 
(4) Individual tapered stacks which projected rearward and allowed the exhaust to escape 
through a longitudinal slot. (Fig. 26 .) 
The original short stacks had the greatest drag. The reduction in drag from that with 
the original stacks is given for the various stacks in the following table : 
Reduction in drag from 
that with original 
short stacks, pounds 
at 100 M. P. lI. 
'fype of cxhaust stack 
No cowl-
ing over en-
gine Nos. 1 
or 4 
Original, short individual stncks_________________ 0 
Round section collector ring_______ _______________ 2 
Stream-line section collector ring__ __ ____________ _ 2 Individual tapered slotted stacks _______________ __ __________ _ _ 
COlnren-
tional 
cowling 
Nos. 2 or 5 
o 
o 
2 
8 
It is notable that there is very little difference in drag with the first three types of stacks, 
but that an appreciable reduction is obtained with the individual tapered stacks. 
RESULTS OF PROPELLER TESTS 
Propeller test were made with cowling os. 1, 2, 3, and 11 on the open cockpit fuselage. 
The engine could not, of course, be run with the cowling having individual hoods, for which six 
cylinders had been removed, an.d the power could not have been measured with the nacelles 
without reconstructing the test fuselage with its special dynamometer. Moreover, it was 
thought that the effect of the nacelles on the propulsive efficiency would be similar to that of 
the open cockpit fuselage with the corresponding cowling. 
The propulsive efficiencies obtained are shown in F igm·e 30 for a propeller blade angle 
setting of 15° at the 42-inch radius, and in Figure 31, for a setting of 23° at the 42-inch radiu . 
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(The e angle settings correspond to pitch-diameter ratios of 0.66 and 1.02, the pitch being taken 
at 75 per cent of the radius. The pitch of this propeller is approximately lmiform for all working 
sections when the pitch-diameter ratio is about 0.5.) 
The curves of propulsive efficiency with the conventional cowlings are all very nearly the 
same, and they are also about the same as the corre ponding curves with the cabin fuselage. 
The propulsive efficiency with the new complete cowling on the open cockpit fu elage, however, 
is about 2.5 per cent greater than with any of the other. 
DISCUSSION 
The drag tests afford several interesting comparisons, a few of which \w be discussed here. 
The drag of the engine alone is 178 pOlmd at 100 M. P. H., but it caused an increase of 
only 99 pOlIDds when entirely exposed on the nose of the open cockpit fuselage, and only 85 
pOlIDds on the cabin fuselage. Thu, it is evident that the larger the body behind the engine 
the less is the drag due to the engine. In thi connection it should be mentioned that the open 
cockpit fu elage u ed in these test wa larger in cros section than the fuselage of most ingle-
1.0 
-~ 
No.2 {f, 3 
) 
- i- r 
- V- -
1 
/ 
o .2 
Corling No.ll 
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FIG.30.-Propeller No. 4412 (150 at 42") on various cowlings 
wi th open cockpit fuselage and J-5 engine 
FIG.31.- Propeller o. 4412 (23° at 42") on various cowlings 
witb open cockpit fu selage and J-5 engine 
place airplanes, and that the drag due to the engine with most airplanes of that type will ordi-
narily be greater. This effect i so pronounced that even though the drag of the larger body is 
proportionately greater, the total drag of the body and engine is larger with the malleI' body, 
as shown by the following table: 
Body and cowling number 
Cabin fuselage, No. 5 ______ ____ _______ _____ _____ _____ ____ _ _ 
Open cockpit fuselage, 0.2, cockpit covered ________ ____ _ 
acelle, No. 13 _______ _____ ______ ____ ____ __ ______ _____ ____ _ 
Fuselage 
and en-
gine drag, 
pounds 
at 100 
M . P . II. 
119 
122 
155 
The drag of the open fuselage without cockpit was obtained by subtracting from the 
actual drag the 14 pounds found for the windshield and cockpit when the engine was removed 
and the nose rounded. The windshield would probably have Ie drag in the turbulent air 
behind the engine, so that the drag given in the above table for the open fuselage i probably a 
little low. It should be note(that:all of these drag values are for a moderate degree of conven-
tional cowling. 
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The drags of the three closed bodies with the . A. C. A. complete cowling are as follows: 
Body and cowling number 
Cabin fuselage, No. 10 __ . ____ ________ ____ ____ _______ _ 
Open cockpit fuselage, No. II , cockpit covcreu ______ _ 
:-.lacelle, No. 14 ____ ___________________________ _______ _ 
D rug, 
pounds 
at 100 
M . P.R. 
i5 
59 
43 
Reduction 
from un-
cowled 
engine, 
pounds 
&t 100 
M. P. II. 
50 
68 
135 
Perccntage 
reduction 
of drag of 
uncowlcd 
engine 
Per cent 
59 
69 
76 
It i seen from this table that the smaller the body behind the engine the larger i the 
reduction in drag with the complete cowling. In fact, even the percentage reduction of the drag 
due to the uncowled engine is greater with the smaller bodies. 
180 The drag of the open cockpit fu elage 
• No. 12, engin~ alone 
160 
. 140 
'.t 120 
t\; 
~ 
~ 100 
:Q' 80 
.r; 
~ 
.!s 60 
40 
20 
o 
-
l-
• No. 13, conventional nacelle 
r-
Open cockpit { , /vO . I_ 
wtfh cockpd No.c, _ r--covered No.3 
-
No.ll, 
cockpit 
Sphere closed 
l ,fo.t' compleTely 
• cowled nacelle 
' . 
10' I, engine remove a 
~ and cockplj; closed I " lNo. (4~ slot ~-
r-.... covered , ..-<- _ 
Airship shopest :,.ti - I- ·--
with the complete cowling and the cockpit 
covered, it will be noticed, is 59 pound, as com-
pared with only 43 pounds for the nacelle ,vith 
the complete cowling. Since both have the 
same identical forward portion and the same 
maximum cro ection, the difference seems 
rather large. It may be partially explained 
by the fact that the rear half of the open 
cockpit fuselao-e was covered with fabric and 
was not very smooth. 
The drags of several streamline air hi p 
bodies of various finene ratios are plotted 
in Figm 32, the data being obtained from 
high Reynolds number tests in the variable 
density wind tunnel. The drag value are 
all for bodie of the ame ma)..imum diameter 
as the completely cowled nacelle and open 
fu elage (46 inches), and for an air speed of 
100 M. P. H. The drag at any £inene ratio 
may be con ider d an ideal with which to 
compare the drag of a fuselage or nacelle of 
2 3 4 5 6 7 the arne finene ratio, and with thi in view, 
Fineness ralio 
FIG. 32.-T be expression " open cockpit wi tb cockpit covered" means the drags for the variou nacelles and open 
that tbe drag of tbe cockpit and windsbield has been deducted so tbat f u elagcs with cockpi t covered have a1 0 been 
the tests are comparable with the nacelle tests plotted on Figure 32. 
The drag of the completely cowled nacelle is only about 22 pounds greater than that of a 
good airship shape having the same maximum diameter and finenes ratio. The fmther pos-
sible improvement i therefore slight compared with the ll2 pounds improvement over a good 
conventional nacelle, especially considering the fact that the engine must be cooled. The 
22 pounds may be looked upon as the cost of cooling the engine ,vith the present completely 
cowled nacelle. Based on the difference in drag between the completely cowled fu elages and 
the fuselages without the engine, the cost in drag to cool the engine with the open co kpit fu e-
lage i 31 pounds, and that with the cabin fu elage is 35 pound all at!tn air peed of 100 M. P. H . 
Effect of slot. 
When the slot was originally designed for the complete cowling it was hoped that it would 
tend to reduce the drag becau e of its effect on the boundary layer. A test made on the nacelle 
with the lot covered, however, showed that the drag i 10 pounds les at 100 M. P. H. without 
the slot. The nacelle ,vith the slot covered had only about 60 per cent more drag than the airship 
body, which seems remarkably low considering the blunt no e ,vith the open pocket in the center. 
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During one of the drag runs with the completely cowled nacelle with the slot open, a rough 
survey was made of the air flow coming out of the slot and also of that just outside the slot. 
It was found that the velocity of the air coming out was fairly constant across the slot and had 
a value of 9 per cent lower than the velocity of the tunnel air stream. Outside the body but 
close to it, the velocity of the air was also constant for a distance of several inches and had a 
value of 11 per cent greater than the tunnel velocity. The velocity of the air immediately 
outside of the slot was, therefore, 22 per cent higher than that coming out of the slot, and the 
change from the low to the high velocity took place within one-half an inch or less. The bound-
ary layer of the outside air at the slot is apparently small on a body of this form, and no great 
reduction in drag could be expected from the slot, even if it were of the best possible propor-
tions. It is likely that the cooling air could be collected after it had passed the cylinders, and 
directed out to the outside flow through one or two openings, say at the bottom or both sides, 
with no increase in drag over that with the annular slot. The annular slot is, however, a very 
convenient means for getting the used cooling air back to the general outside flow. 
(]heck between wind tunnel and flight tests. 
The appendix to the report on the first part of this investigation (Reference 1) describes 
flight tests on a Curtiss AT-5A airplane with the . A. C. A. complete cowling. The original 
cowling was similar to TO . 1, with the engine entirely exposed, but the fuselage was smaller in 
cross section than that of No. 1. The airplane had a 200 HP. Wright "Whirlwind" J- 5 engine 
similar to the one used for the cowling tests in the 20-foot wind tunnel. 
The maximum sea-level speed of this airplane was increased from 118 M. P. H. with the 
original cowling to 137 M. P. H. with the complete cowling, an increa e of 19 M. P. H. 
It is interes ting to compute from the flight tests the difference in drag required to cause 
this increase in speed, and to compare this ·with the results of the wind-tunnel tests. Part of 
the increase in speed is due to the lower induced drag at the higher speed, and part is dne to 
higher propulsive efficiency. According to full scale wind-tunnel tests on the identical pro-
peller used in the flight tests, the propulsive efficiency would be 2.8 per cent greater at 137 
M. P. H. than at 118 due to the higher pitch, and as shown by the tests in this report, a further 
increase of 2.5 per cent would be obtained due to the complete cowling. The propulsi.ve effi-
ciencies (including body interference and slip-stream effect) are given below along with calcula-
tions of the drag with each cowling: 
AT-5A 
with 
original 
cowling 
AT-5A 
with 
complete 
cowling 
M aximum speed, M. P. H_____ ____ ______ ________ 118 137 
H orsepower (approximate) ___ ___ __________ __ ___ __ 200 200 
Propulsive efficiency ____ _____ ______ _____________ __ 0. 760 O. 01 
Thrust horsepower __ ___ __ ___ ______ ___ ____ _______ _ 152 160.2 
Drag velocit; ·inHf!:;~~~ second-------- --- - ----- 14 4 1439 
Drag at same angle of a t tack at 100 M . P . H _____ _ 1348 1234 CL= ts= ~~!O ----------- ----------------------- 0.27 0 0.2058 
._ CL'~_ CL' X 250 CD' --:;JjI- ".X33.4'--------- -- ---- ---- - ------- -- 0.00551 0.00302 
1 Pounds. 
The difference in induced drag due to the two different angles of attack, when reduced to 
It speed of 100 M. P. H., becomes 
f:..ODqS = (0.00551- 0.00302) X 25.57 X 250 = 16 pounds. 
There are other differences in drag due to the fact that the complete cowling covered cer-
tain fittings and a portion of the landing gear struts, which were exposed with the original 
cowling, but in a comparison of the AT-5A results with the wind-tunnel results these differ-
ences approximately balance the difference between the tapered exhaust stacks used on the 
AT- 5A and the cylindrical stacks used in the wind-tunnel tests. 
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The reduction in drag at 100 M. P. H. due to the complete cowling is then 
(348 - 234) -16 = 98 pounds. 
In Figure 33 the corresponding reduction in drag at 100 M. P. H. is plotted for three of the 
wind-tunnel tests, on the basis of the cross-sectional area of the bodies behind the exposed 
engine. 
The point calculated from the flight tests, it will be noticed, falls on the curve through the 
wind-tunnel points. The fact that the flight-test point falls exactly on the curve is merely 
NO.13_.)r, 
~Af SA f/igh/ fest 
-J,;.., No.1 
- - --. 
-1-1-
Ijo.4 
fortuitous, for the calculated drag reduction can 
not be expected to be more than approximately 
correct. Within the limitations of the calcula-
tions, however, the agreement between the 
flight and wind tunnel tests is excellent, and the 
increase in maximum speed of 19 M. P. H. is 
substantiated by the results of the wind-tunnel 
tests. 
CO CLUSIONS 
o 4 8 /2 /6 20 24 1. The results and conclusions given in the 
report covering the first part of this investiga-
tion including the test with a cabin fuselage 
(Reference 1) are ubstantiated. 
MaximuITI cross-sec/ianolorea of oriqinal 
body behind uncowled engine, in sq. ft. 
FIG. 33.-Comparison of llight and wind tunnel tests 
2. Individual fairings behind cylinder 
have no appreciable effect on the drag. 
having a form similar to those of the J- S engine 
3. Individual hoods over each cylinder result in but a slight reduction in drag when used on 
cylinders similar in shape to those of the J- s engine. 
4. The only large reductions in drag were obtained with the new complete cowling on 
os. 11 and 14. The reduction in drag with the complete cowling on the nacelle was remarkable, 
being more than twice as great as that found with the cabin fuselage, and being 76 per cent of 
the drag of the totally exposed engine alone. 
S. The reduction in drag obtained with the complete cowling is greater for the smaller 
original bodies behind the exposed or partially exposed engine. 
6. The reduction of drag as computed from flight tests with the complete cowling on an 
AT-SA airplane is in excellent agreement with that found by the wind-tunnel tests. 
LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY, 
ATIONAL ADVISORY OOMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS, 
December 17, 1928. 
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Positive directions of axes and angles (forces anel moments) are shown by arrows 
Axis Moment about axis Angle Velocities 
Force 
(parallel 
Sym- to axis) Designa- SYffi-DeRignation bol symbol tion bol 
LongituclinaL __ X X rolling _____ L 
LateraL _______ }- Y pitching ____ M NormaL ______ Z Z yawing _____ N 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
L M N 
OL= qbS Olol= gcS ON = gfS 
Linear 
Positive Designa- Sym- (compo-
direction tion bol nentalong Angular 
axis) 
Y-----+Z rolL __ ___ <I> u p 
Z-----+X pitch _____ e v q 
X-----+ Y yaw _____ w W r 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neu· 
tral position), O. (Indicate surface by proper 
subscript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D, Diameter. 
P., Effective pitch 
Pg, Mean geometric pitch. 
Ps, Standard pitch. 
Pv, Zero thrust. 
pa, Zero torque. 
p/D, Pitch ratio. 
V', Inflow velocity. 
Vs , Slip stream velocity. 
T, Thrust. 
Q, Torque. 
P, Power. 
(If (( coefficients" are introduced all 
units used must be consistent.) 
1), Efficiency = T VIP. 
n, Revolutions per sec., r . p. s . 
N, Revolutions per minute., R. P . M. 
<P, Effective helix ano-le = tan-1 (~) 
b 27rrn 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 IIP = 76.04 kg/m/sec. = 550 lb ./It./sec. 
1 kg/m/sec. =0.01315 HP. 
1 mi./hr. = 0.44704 m/sec. 
1 m/sec. = 2.23693 mi./hr. 
1 lb. = 0.4.535924277 kg. 
1 kg=2 .204G224 lb. 
1 mi. = 1609.35 m = 5280 It. 
1 m=3 .280 333 I t . 

